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Abstract

We solve the spares allocation problem in a two-echelon, exchangeable-item

repair system in which the lower echelon comprises multiple locations and the

higher echelon is a single depot. We assume that customers tolerate a certain

wait and therefore the optimization criterion is the window fill rate, i.e., the

expected portion of customers who are served within the tolerable wait. We

suggest two algorithms to solve this problem. The first algorithm is formula-

based and is sub-optimal. The second algorithm combines simulations into the

first algorithm and obtains a higher degree of accuracy at the cost of running

time. We characterize the near-optimal solution by its degree of pooling and

concentration. Pooling happens when spares are allocated to the depot and are

therefore shared by all the lower-echelon locations. Concentration takes place

when spares are allocated to only a few lower-echelon locations whereas the

other lower-echelon locations receive no spares. We use numerical examples to

compare between the algorithms and to illustrate how budget size, shipment

time, local repair and customer patience affect the optimal solution and degree

of pooling in varying ways.
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1. Introduction

Exchangeable-item repair systems are particularly useful in technically ad-

vanced industries such as aircraft and automobile manufacturing, in which parts

are expensive and scarce and are therefore repaired and reused. Frequently,

these inventory systems are designed as layered systems in which the repair fa-

cilities at the lower-echelon can repair a limited range of failures whereas the

higher-echelon repair facilities are more advanced and can repair all types of

failures. We consider a two-echelon system that comprises multiple locations at

the lower echelon and a central depot at the higher echelon. Customers arrive

with failed items to any one of the system’s locations and receive an operable

item in exchange. The item is repaired on site if its type of failure can be re-

paired by the location’s facilities. Otherwise, it is shipped to the central depot

for repair and then returns to its original location.

To improve the system’s performance, spares are placed in the different

locations. Lateral transshipment is not allowed, and therefore, spares in each

of the lower-echelon locations serve only its customers. In contrast, the spares

at the depot serve its customers as well as the lower-echelon customers through

the repair requests from the lower echelon. Thus, allotting spares to the depot

is synonymous to pooling spares. Furthermore, if the total number of spares is

constrained, then the degree of pooling may vary from no pooling (no spares

at the depot) to full pooling (all the spares are at the depot). Each spares

allocation, therefore, is characterized by its degree of pooling (i.e., the number

of spares at the depot) and the lower-echelon allocation.

The spares allocation problem is defined as choosing how many spares to

place in each location with the goal of maximizing the system’s performance.

In this paper, the performance measure is a generalization of the fill rate. The

fill rate assumes that customers penalize the firm if they wait. In many cases

of practical interest, however, customers will tolerate a certain period of wait

and therefore the firm does not incur reputation costs if the customer waits less

than the tolerable wait. Accordingly, the performance measure we use is the
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window fill rate, which is defined as the probability that the customer is served

within the tolerable wait.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we extend the single-

echelon Dreyfuss and Giat (2017a) model and develop approximation formulas

for the window fill rate in a two-echelon setting. This setting is of particular

importance since it allows us to investigate whether pooling spares is beneficial

or detrimental to the system’s performance.

Second, we develop a formula-based algorithm with polynomial complexity

that optimizes the system’s window fill rate. For each level of pooling, (i.e.,

for each number of spares at the depot), we determine the near-optimal lower-

echelon allocation using the approximation formulas. While this algorithm is

fast, the approximation error may lead to suboptimal solutions and therefore,

when spares are very expensive, the algorithm is impractical. To mitigate the

approximation error, therefore, we simulate the window fill rate for each level

of pooling and then choose the optimal solution. Our use of simulation is par-

simonious in that for each level of pooling we simulate only its corresponding

near-optimal lower-echelon allocation. This prudence enables us to reduce the

overall error without sacrificing considerable computation time. We show that

our algorithm is applicable for large scale problems because the number of simu-

lations needed to reach near-optimality is linear with the number of spares in the

system. Furthermore, we argue that in many cases the algorithm produces the

optimal solution, and in the cases that the solution is suboptimal, the distance

from optimality decreases with the size of the problem. As a practical conse-

quence, systems that manage thousands of items should use the formula-based

algorithm to determine spare levels for their inexpensive item-types, which are

usually the majority of the items. For the fewer item-types that are partic-

ularly expensive, the second, slower algorithm should be used because of the

considerable savings that it attains due to its higher accuracy.

Third, we determine conditions for which pooling spares is beneficial to the

system’s performance. This analysis is complemented with a numerical illustra-

tion in which we examine how the optimal allocation in general, and the level of
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pooling in particular, are affected by the budget size, the probability to repair

on site, the shipment time and the tolerable wait. The optimal lower-echelon al-

location is either concentrated or distributed. In the concentrated solution only a

subgroup of the locations receives spares, whereas in the distributed solution all

the locations receive spares. The intuition gleaned from these examples is that

concentration and pooling are antithetical. Namely, if it is optimal to concen-

trate spares at the lower echelon, then no pooling is optimal, too. In contrast,

when the lower-echelon optimal allocation is distributed, then a certain degree of

pooling can be beneficial. Interestingly, the window fill rate may be increasing,

decreasing, U-shaped or inverted-U shaped with the degree of pooling. These

relationships dictate varying optimal pooling levels and matching lower-echelon

allocations.

The practical implication of our analysis is that pooling improves the win-

dow fill rate only when there are sufficiently many spares in the system or when

customers’ patience is high. Conversely, when spares are scarce or customers’

tolerable wait is very small then pooling spares will decrease the system’s win-

dow fill rate. Furthermore, even when it is beneficial to pool spares, the optimal

degree of pooling decreases with shipment time to the depot and with the prob-

ability to repair on site.

2. Literature review

This paper contributes to the research of multi-echelon, exchangeable-item

repair systems originated by Sherbrooke (1968)’s METRIC model. This body of

research is presented in books such as Sherbrooke (2004) and Muckstadt (2005)

and reviewed in Kennedy et al. (2002), Wong et al. (2006) and Basten and

van Houtum (2014). The standard METRIC assumptions include: first come

first serve service (FCFS) policy, ample repair servers, items fail according to a

compound Poisson process, no lateral transshipment and an (S − 1, S) (“one-

for-one”) continuous review inventory policy.

Many METRIC-related papers (e.g., Basten et al. 2012, Basten and van
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Houtum 2013, Ghaddar et al. 2016, Cohen et al. 2016, Dreyfuss and Giat 2017c)

focus on optimizing back-order associated costs. Other papers use the fill rate

as the system’s performance criterion (e.g., Shtub and Simon 1994, Caggiano

et al. 2007, Lien et al. 2014). For example, Lien et al. (2014) maximize the

expected minimum fill rate. Caggiano et al. (2007) optimize a distribution

system according to the channel fill rate, i.e., the probability to be served within

the lead time between the echelons, where the lead time is constant. Our system,

in contrast, is a repairable-item system with random repair time and random

lead time between the echelons.

The disadvantage of the fill rate is that it ignores reports that customers

will tolerate a certain period of wait, (Durrande-Moreau 1999; see also Katz

et al. 1991 who use the term “reasonable duration”). We incorporate this by

optimizing the window fill rate, i.e., the probability of a random customer to

be served within a certain time window. Viewed as a function of the tolerable

wait, the window fill rate is the waiting time distribution function and was

first developed by Higa et al. (1975) in a single echelon, (S − 1, S) inventory

policy. They assume that the supply lead times (or repair times) are independent

and exponentially distributed and they develop an approximating formula for

the waiting time distribution function. Sherbrooke (1975) complemented their

research with the derivation of an exact formula for the waiting time distribution

function when the lead time is constant. Kruse (1980) and Berg and Posner

(1990) develop an exact formula when the lead times are independent and have

a general distribution function. Dreyfuss and Giat (2017a) characterize the

functional form of this formula and develop an algorithm to find the near optimal

spares allocation in a multiple-location single-echelon model. Our paper builds

on Dreyfuss and Giat (2017a) and requires the reader to be familiar with its

results, and therefore, we describe it in greater detail in Section 3. The inventory

policy in these papers is the (S − 1, S) inventory policy. The waiting time

distribution for different inventory review policies is developed in Kruse (1981)

for an (s, S) continuous review policy, and Tempelmeier and Fisher (2010) and

Kiesmüller and de Kok (2006) for an (R, s,Q) periodic review policy.
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All the aforementioned papers assume that the lead times are independent.

Sherbrooke (1968)’s METRIC model, however, is a multi-echelon model, for

which this assumption is only an approximation, since the lead times of items

returning from a higher echelon are dependent. Graves (1985) develops the

VARI-METRIC model to improve the METRIC’s approximation accuracy. An

alternative approach is to use simulation to derive the exact values. See, for ex-

ample, Shtub and Simon (1994), Caggiano et al. (2007), Caggiano et al. (2009),

Lee et al. (2008), Tsai and Zheng (2013) and Tsai and Liu (2015). Our approach

is to use simulation sparingly in combination with the approximation window

fill rate formulas.

The two-echelon model may be used to investigate whether pooling is bene-

ficial in repairable-item inventory models. This problem is discussed extensively

in the context of the aviation industry (e.g., Kilpi and Vepsäläinen 2004, Wong

et al. 2005, Wong et al. 2007, Kilpi et al. 2009). Wong et al. (2005) optimize the

spares allocation problem under the assumption of full pooling, that is, spares in

each location may be used by all other locations. Kilpi et al. (2009) consider dif-

ferent strategies of pooling; in their model, ad-hoc pooling (i.e., non-contractual

agreements between two parties) is the weakest form of pooling and commercial

pooling (a third party firm providing the pooling services) is the strongest form

of pooling. Kranenburg and van Houtum (2009) also consider varying degrees

of pooling. They develop a single-echelon model in which there are two types

of warehouses, regular and main. Lateral transshipment is allowed only from

the main warehouses to the regular warehouses. By varying the number of lo-

cal and main warehouses they achieve different degrees of pooling. In all the

aforementioned models, the pooling policy is exogenous, whereas in our model

the degree of pooling is derived endogenously.

3. Single-echelon model

We begin with introducing a single-echelon system since its results are needed

for the development and understanding of the two-echelon model.
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3.1. Model overview

Customers with a failed item arrive to any one of L repair locations according

to an independent Poisson process with arrival rate λl, l = 1, ..., L. Each location

has ample repair servers and each server’s repair time is i.i.d. with Gl(·) denoting

the cumulative repair time distribution function. The ample server assumption

guarantees that a failed item commences repair upon arrival and that repair

times are i.i.d. Repaired items are placed at the location’s stock from which

customers receive available items according to an FCFS policy. Without loss of

generality we assume that item assembly (removal and installment) times are

zero. If assembly times are deterministic, then the assembly times should be

subtracted from the tolerable wait (Sherbrooke, 2004).

Managers are given a budget of spare items, S, to increase the window

fill rate, i.e., the fraction of customers that receive a repaired item within a

specified tolerable wait. The managerial decision problem is how to allocate

these spares among the different locations. The inventory policy is a one-for-

one (S − 1, S) inventory policy. We assume that the tolerable wait is the same

for each location and is denoted by t. At the end of this section we show how

to relax this assumption so that the tolerable wait is location-dependent.

In the following, we provide the intuition to the window fill rate formula;

a rigorous derivation is given before Corollary 12 in Berg and Posner (1990).

Consider a customer entering location l that was allotted s spares. To compute

the probability that the customer is serviced by time t we must track a supply

and demand equation of repaired items. The supply comprises the number of

spares at the location, the items brought after the customer’s arrival and that

were repaired before t, and the customer’s item if it were repaired before t.

The demand comprises the customer plus the number of customers who arrived

before the customer and whose items were not repaired before t (since they need

to be served before the customer). Notice that customers who affect both the

supply and demand (i.e., customers who arrived before our customer and whose

item was repaired before t), need not be considered.

Recall, the probability for the customer’s item to be repaired before time
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t is Gl(t). Let Ŷ1,l(t) denote the number of customers who arrived before our

customer and whose items are repaired after t. Under stationary conditions,

Ŷ1,l(t) is a Poisson random variable with parameter λl
∫∞
x=t

(1 − Gl(x))dx. Let

Ŷ2,l(t) denote the number of customers who arrived after the customer and

whose items are repaired before t. Under stationary conditions, Ŷ2,l(t) is a Pois-

son random variable with parameter λl
∫ t
x=0

Gl(x)dx. Conditioning on whether

the customer’s item was repaired before t, we have that the probability for the

customer to be served before time t is

(1−Gl(t))·Pr
[
s+Ŷ2,l(t) ≥ 1+Ŷ1,l(t)

]
+Gl(t)·Pr

[
s+Ŷ2,l(t)+1 ≥ 1+Ŷ1,l(t)

]
. (1)

3.2. Model results

We turn to describe the single-echelon model results of Dreyfuss and Giat

(2017a) that are essential for understanding the two-echelon model.

Let Ŷl(t) := Ŷ1,l(t) − Ŷ2,l(t). By (1), if location l is allotted s spares then

the window fill rate, Fl(s, t), is given by

Fl(s, t) = Pr[Ŷl(t) ≤ s− 1] +Gl(t)Pr[Ŷl(t) = s]. (2)

In what follows, for ease of notational burden, we suppress the functional de-

pendence of the window fill rate on t.

Let ~s = (s1, ..., sL) be a spares allocation. The system window fill rate, F (~s),

is the weighted average of the window fill rates of each location. The window

fill rate maximization problem is therefore

max
~s

F (~s) =

L∑
l=1

λl
λ
Fl(sl) s.t.

L∑
1

sl = S. (3)

where λ =
∑L
l=1 λl is the customer arrival rate to the entire system.

Result 1. The window fill rate in each location is increasing with s and is either

concave for all s, or initially convex and then concave (S-shaped, see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The shape of the window fill rate in an S-shaped location

Since the system window fill rate is a separable sum of S-shaped functions, it

too, is S-shaped in each of the sl.

Result 2. The Single-Echelon Algorithm (SEA) obtains a near optimal solution

to (3) and comprises the following steps:

1. For each location define Hl(s), a concave covering function of Fl(s) by

replacing Fl(s) left of the tangent point with the “tangent line” (see Figure

1).

2. Find ~s∗, the optimal solution to argmax ~sH(~s) =
∑L
l=1

λl

λ Hl(sl) using a

greedy algorithm (time complexity O(S)).

3. H(~s∗) and F (~s∗) are the upper and lower bounds of (3), respectively.

Given a budget of spares, S, we denote the algorithm’s allocation by SEA(S).

Result 3. If there are sufficiently many spares so that each location can receive

at least its tangent point then spares are distributed among all the locations.

In this case, the solution is optimal. Otherwise, spares are concentrated into

few locations so that each receives at least its tangent point. In this case, the
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solution may be suboptimal. When the solution is suboptimal, however, the

distance from optimality decreases with the system’s size, (i.e., the number of

locations).

Result 4. The tangent point (see Figure 1) is nonincreasing in t.

Remark. To allow location-dependent tolerable wait, we define ~t := (t1, ..., tL)

where tl is the tolerable wait of customers arriving to location l. In the window

fill rate of the l’th location (2) tl replaces t. Accordingly, without suppressing

the index of the tolerable wait, the system’s window fill rate (3), is F (~s,~t) =∑L
l=1

λl

λ Fl(sl, tl).

4. Two-echelon multi-location model

In the two-echelon model, there are L locations at the lower echelon and a

central depot in the higher echelon. The central depot is indexed as location

l = 0 and the lower-echelon locations are numbered l = 1, .., L. Customers

arrive to each of the L + 1 locations (that is, customers may arrive directly to

the depot) at rate λl ≥ 0, l = 0, ..., L. Let pl denote the probability that repair is

carried out at the location itself and not forwarded to the next echelon. Lateral

shipments are not allowed and therefore the probability of being forwarded to

the depot from location l > 0 is 1− pl. All items arriving to the central depot

are repaired there (i.e., p0 = 1). Service at the depot follows an FCFS policy,

that is, no priority is given to customers arriving to the depot directly over

orders arriving from the lower echelon. The shipment times from location l to

the central depot and back (namely, the round trip) are i.i.d. with a probability

density function dl(·).

Let the replenishment time be defined as the time between a customer’s ar-

rival to a location until her item or its replacement joins the location’s stock. In

the lower echelon, replenishment could happen in one of two ways. With prob-

ability pl, repair is done on site and therefore the probability for replenishment

within time t is Gl(t) (recall, Gl(·), is the cumulative repair time distribution
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Figure 2: Schema of the two-echelon system

function). Alternatively, with probability 1 − pl, an order is opened and for-

warded with the failed item to the central depot and returns with a serviceable

item. In this case, for replenishment to happen within time t, the waiting time

at the depot plus shipment time must be less than t. Therefore, at the lower

echelon the probability for replenishment within time t is

Pr[replenish ≤ t]

=Pr[repair here]Pr[repair≤ t]+Pr[repair depot]Pr[shipment+wait≤ t]

= plGl(t) + (1− pl)
∫ t

u=0

Pr[shipment = u]Pr[wait ≤ t− u]du

= plGl(t) + (1− pl)
∫ t

u=0

dl(u)F0(s0, t− u)du.

In the above, F0(s0, ·) is the depot’s window fill rate where the dependence on

time is expressed explicitly. Namely, F0(s0, x) is the probability that a customer

or order arriving to the depot is served within x units of time with s0 spares at

the depot. In contrast to the lower echelon locations, replenishment at the depot

happens only due to on-site repair. Therefore, the cumulative distribution of
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the replenishment time, Rl(s0, ·), is given by

Rl(s0, t)=

G0(t), if l=0

plGl(t)+(1−pl)
∫ t
u=0

dl(u)F0(s0, t−u)du, if l>1.
(4)

The total arrival rate at the central depot, λ̂0, is the sum of the customers

arriving to it and the orders that are forwarded to it from the lower echelon.

Thus, λ̂0 = λ0 +
∑L
l=1(1− pl)λl. For the other locations, l = 1, ..., L, the total

arrival rate equals the customer arrival rate λ̂l = λl.

Since arrivals to the depot are mutually independent, if the depot has no

spares then the replenishment times are also independent (recall, the depot has

ample servers and each server repair times are i.i.d.). In contrast, when there

are spares at the depot the replenishment times described above are dependent

(see Graves 1985). For now, as with the standard METRIC model (Sherbrooke,

1968), we neglect this dependency.

The functional form of the window fill rate is similar to (2) where now the

total arrival rate and the replenishment time are used instead of the arrival rate

and repair time, respectively. Therefore, if location l is allotted s spares then

the location’s window fill rate is

Fl(s) = P [Ŷl ≤ s− 1] +Rl(s0, t)P [Ŷl = s] (5)

where Ŷl = Y1,l − Y2,l and where Y1,l and Y2,l are Poisson random variables

with parameters λ̂l
∫∞
u=t

(
1−Rl(s0, u)

)
du and λ̂l

∫ t
u=0

Rl(s0, u)du, respectively.

Substituting (4) into (5) yields

Fl(s)=


P [Ŷl≤s−1] +G0(t)P [Ŷl = s] if l=0

P [Ŷl≤s−1]+
(
plGl(t)+(1−pl)

t∫
u=0

dl(u)F0(s0, t−u)du
)
P [Ŷl=s] if l>0.

(6)

Since all orders arriving to the depot are repaired on site, the properties of F0(s)

are identical to the properties of the window fill rate in the single-echelon model
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(see Section 3). The window fill rate of each lower-echelon location depends on

the number of spares at the location and also on the number of spares at the

depot s0. For a fixed value of s0, however, Fl(s) behaves similarly to the single-

echelon model; i.e., Fl(s) is an increasing, convex-concave function (Result 1).

In what follows, it is convenient to separate s0, which represents the spares at

the depot from ~s := (s1, ..., sL), which represents the lower-echelon allocation.

The system window fill rate, F (s0, ~s), is the weighted average of window fill

rates in each node. The optimal spares allocation, (s∗0, ~s
∗) solves the following

problem:

max
s0,~s

F (s0, ~s) =

L∑
l=0

λl
λ
Fl(sl) s.t. s0 +

L∑
1=1

sl = S, (7)

where we redefine λ :=
∑L
l=0 λl to include direct arrivals to the depot.

4.1. Formula-based two-echelon algorithm (FTEA)

The following algorithm finds a near-optimal solution to (7):

1. For each s0 = 0, 1, ..., S, ~s(s0) := SEA(S − s0). That is, ~s(s0) is the

optimal solution vector for the single-echelon problem with S − s0 spares.

2. s∗0 := argmax0≤s0≤S F (s0, ~s(s0)).

3. The optimal allocation is (s∗0, ~s(s
∗
0)).

Note that since the time complexity of each SEA routine is O(S), then the

time complexity of FTEA is O(S2).

There are three reasons why FTEA may result in a sub-optimal allocation:

• SEA error: The SEA in step 1 optimizes the concave covering function

instead of the window fill rate itself (see Result 2).

• Approximation error 1: The SEA in step 1 uses the window fill rate for-

mula, (6), which is an approximation due to the mutual dependencies of

the replenishment times.

• Approximation error 2: The value F (s0, ~s(s0)) in step 2 is an approxima-

tion due to the dependency of the replenishment time.
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4.2. Hybrid Two-Echelon Algorithm (HTEA)

To eliminate the approximation errors (1 and 2) one could use simulation in

lieu of formula (6). However, it is time consuming to simulate the window fill

rate each time its value is needed, and therefore we propose a hybrid algorithm

combining the approximation formula and simulation as follows:

1. For each s0 = 0, 1, ..., S, ~s(s0) := SEA(S − s0).

2. s∗0 = argmax0≤s0≤S SimF (s0, ~s(s0)).

3. The optimal allocation is (s∗0, ~s(s
∗
0)).

In the above, SimF (s0, ~s(s0)) is the window fill rate that is calculated using

simulation. That is, in the first step we approximate the window fill rate using

the formula (6) whereas in the maximization over the S + 1 possible values of

s0, we use the values that are derived using simulation.

The use of HTEA leaves us with two sources of inaccuracy, SEA error and

Approximation error 1. By Result 3, the SEA error decreases with the system’s

size and in many cases vanishes, and therefore, is nonexistent for most practical

problems. Approximation error 1 restricts us from rigorously identifying general

bounds on the distance from optimality, however, there are cases in which this

error vanishes, too.

One such example is when HTEA results in s∗0 = 0 (no pooling). Since there

are no spares at the depot, then there is no replenishment dependency and

therefore Approximation error 1 vanishes. Conversely, if s∗0 = S (full pooling)

then since there is only one possible lower-echelon allocation (zero spares at

all lower-echelon locations) Approximation error 1 vanishes. These arguments

imply that whenever the window fill rate graph is monotonic (increasing or

decreasing) with the degree of pooling, then it is likely that HTEA results with

the optimal solution. Thus, the main concern for error is when there is partial

pooling. To estimate how far HTEA’s solution is from optimum we used the

OptQuest optimization tool of the Arena simulation software to try to improve

the algorithm’s solution whenever it resulted with partial pooling. In all these

cases we were unable to improve the solution even after one week of running time
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suggesting that HTEA’s distance from optimum is negligible for all practical

purposes.

4.3. Determining the optimal budget level, S

Thus far, we assumed that the total number of spares is given, and the

managers need only to decide how to allocate these spares. In many problems of

practical interest, however, managers must reach a target window fill rate while

minimizing costs and therefore, they need to determine the minimal number of

spares and their allocation. This problem can be solved by using either FTEA

or HTEA. In the numerical section we compare between the two algorithms.

5. Pooling and concentration

The optimal allocation has two features, the degree of pooling and the degree

of concentration. Pooling happens when spares are placed at the central depot

since they are shared with the lower-echelon locations. The degree of pooling

is revealed by the value of s∗0, and can range between no pooling (i.e., s∗0 = 0)

to full pooling (i.e., s∗0 = S). Concentration, on the other hand, happens at

the lower echelon and occurs when spares are allocated to a few of the lower-

echelon locations whereas the other lower-echelon locations receive no spares

(recall Result 3). Formally, concentration is defined only when there are spares

in the lower echelon as follows: Let N denotes the number of lower-echelon

locations that do not receive spares, then the degree of concentration is given

by N/L.

There are two main reasons why a solution is concentrated. The obvious

one is when different locations have different customer arrival rates (“the asym-

metric scenario”). All else being equal, (i.e., pl, dl, Rl(·)), the locations with

higher arrival rates receive spares before those with the lower arrival rates and

therefore, if S is sufficiently small, lower arrival rates locations will be allocated

no spares and the solution will be concentrated. The second reason why an op-

timal solution is concentrated is less intuitive and is the consequence of Result
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3. Consider a system in which the lower echelon locations are identical (“the

symmetric scenario”). If there are not enough spares to ensure each location

is at its tangent point, then there will be locations without spares. This is the

result of the fact that the optimization criterion is the window fill rate, for which

it is optimal to concentrate spares in locations (up to their tangent point) before

allocating spares to then next location. In contrast, when the optimization cri-

terion is the average waiting time, then it is always optimal to distribute spares

in a symmetric setting. For more details we refer the reader to Dreyfuss and

Giat (2017a).

Concentration in the lower echelon influences the beneficialness of pooling.

Consider the extreme case that repair is done only at the depot and that ship-

ment from each location to the depot is instantaneous (pl = 0, dl = 0 for all the

lower-echelon locations). Intuitively, pooling is beneficial since placing a spare

at the depot allows all locations to share access to it within zero time (if it is

in stock), whereas if we allocate the spare to any lower-echelon location then

it serves only that location instead of benefiting all the locations. Surprisingly,

this intuition may be wrong. When the optimal lower-echelon allocation is con-

centrated, pooling may be detrimental even when shipment time is zero since

it diminishes the benefits of concentration. In contrast, if the lower-echelon

allocation is distributed then the initial intuition is correct and higher pooling

levels increase the window fill rate.

A rigorous mathematical analysis of pooling and concentration is, unfor-

tunately, too complex. In the following section, we use a detailed numerical

example to gain intuition about interplay between pooling and concentration.

6. Numerical illustration

The discussion in the previous section implies that even in a symmetric

scenario there is a complex relationship between the model parameters and

the optimal allocation. To demonstrate the different forces that are in play, we

consider the following symmetric numerical example. The number of locations at
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Figure 3: The window fill rate versus s0 in the baseline case

the lower echelon is L = 10; repair time is distributed Normal (45, 102) days and

the shipment time in days, dl, is constant. Unless stated otherwise, we assume

the following baseline parameter values: shipment is instantaneous (i.e., dl = 0

for all l = 1, ..., L); repair facilities are centralized (i.e., pl = 0 for all l = 1, ..., L);

the budget size is S = 50; the tolerable wait is t = 10; customers arrive only

to the lower-echelon locations with λl = 0.1 customers/day for l = 1, ..., L

(approximately, 36 customers per year) and λ0 = 0;

In Figure 3 we show the window fill rate as a function of the number of

spares allotted to the depot (s0) and where we optimally allocate the residual

50 − s0 spares at the lower echelon, using SEA. We note that the SEA error

never exceeds 0.015% and therefore the approximation errors are the great-

est contributors of the algorithm’s error. For the baseline case we execute

FTEA and HTEA and, accordingly, display the formula-derived, F (s0, ~s(s0)),

and simulation-derived, SimF (s0, ~s(s0)), window fill rates. For each simulation,

one hundred independent replications were simulated for time durations equiv-

alent to 100,800 demand events. The average of the observed window fill rates

is reported. In all our simulations, the half width of the 95% confidence interval

is less than 0.001. Unless stated otherwise, the displayed window fill rate is the
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Figure 4: The window fill rate versus s0 for different budget sizes

system’s window fill rate (7).

The baseline values for dl and pl were chosen so that the dependency error

is appreciable. This error is most notable when there are many spares at the

depot. If we rely on FTEA (i.e., the approximate formulas (6)), then it would

be optimal to allot only forty spares to the depot whereas HTEA (i.e., using

the simulation) dictates full pooling. This example, therefore, illustrates the

simulation’s contribution to the solution’s accuracy. In the remainder of this

numerical example we report only the HTEA-derived optimal allocations.

6.1. Sensitivity analysis

6.1.1. The budget effect

In Figure 4 we display the window fill rate for different budget sizes as

a function of the degree of pooling, s0. To understand the underlying forces

that drive the optimal solution we provide in Table 1 the optimal lower-echelon

allocation for different levels of pooling (s0) when the budget size is 30, 35

and 50. When the budget is small (S = 30) the lower echelon allocation is

concentrated (see the bottom third of Table 1 and recall Result 3 in Section

3). For example, when s0 = 0 then only six of the locations receive spares

and when s0 = 10 or s0 = 20 then only five of the locations receive spares.
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Table 1: The optimal lower-echelon solution for different pooling levels and total
budgets

S s0 ~s(s0) SimF (s0, ~s(s0)) DoC
0 ( 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5 ) 72.90% 0%

50 15 ( 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 ) 76.47% 0%
35 ( 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) 90.06% 0%
50 ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 98.94% —
0 ( 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 0, 0, 0 ) 50.78% 30%

35 10 ( 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 1, 0, 0, 0 ) 47.35% 30%
25 ( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) 37.97% 0%
35 ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 47.84% —
0 ( 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 43.64% 40%

30 10 ( 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 38.03% 50%
20 ( 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 28.43% 50%
30 ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) 17.75% —

Notes: The table details the optimal lower-echelon solution, ~s(s0), and the simulated

window fill rate, SimF (s0, ~s(s0)), for different budget sizes (S) and different degrees of

pooling (s0). DoC is the degree of concentration. The optimal solution (optimal pooling and

its lower-echelon allocation) for each budget level is given in bold.

Therefore, pooling spares is counterproductive since it dilutes the positive effects

of the concentration. In contrast, for a large budget (S = 50) the lower echelon

has sufficiently many spares so that the lower echelon optimal allocation is

distributed (see the top third of Table 1), and consequently, pooling some of

these spares is indeed beneficial. We see a non-monotonic effect when S =

35. For low pooling levels (i.e., when s0 = 0, 10), the optimal lower-echelon

allocation is concentrated and therefore increasing s0 decreases the window fill

rate. However, as s0 increases the tangent points of the lower-echelon locations

decrease so that the lower-echelon solution is no longer concentrated (i.e., s0 =

25). Consequently, increasing s0 increases the window fill rate and the graph of

the window fill rate as a function of the pooling level is U-shaped.

The effects of the budget size (i.e., the number of spares available) on the

optimal allocation is dramatic and affects the pooling level and the degree of

concentration. At the source of these budget effects is the choice of window fill

rate as the optimization criterion, which tends to concentrate the lower echelon

when there are too few spares. In contrast, for expected backorders criterion,
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Figure 5: The window fill rate versus s0 for different shipment times

whose lower-echelon solution is always distributed, under the baseline conditions

(pl = 0, dl = 0) full pooling is always optimal regardless of budget size.

6.1.2. Shipment time

So far, we assumed that shipment between locations and the depot is in-

stantaneous. We now turn to examine how the optimal allocation depends on

the shipment time. We assume that the budget contains S = 60 spares and

consider constant shipment times, dl, of 0, 9, 11, 15 and 24. The window fill

rates for each dl as a function of s0 are reported in Figure 5. Sixty spares are

sufficiently many to guarantee that when shipment is instantaneous then full

pooling is optimal (see Figure 4). Indeed, by Figure 5, as long as shipment time

is less than ten, full pooling is optimal (of course, this would not be the case

if the budget were smaller). In contrast, when shipment time is more than 10,

then full pooling cannot be optimal because without spares in the lower echelon

all items must be shipped to the central depot and none will meet the tolerable

wait leading to a zero window fill rate. Therefore, as shipment time increases,

the optimal level of pooling decreases. For example, when dl = 11 then s∗0 = 47,

and when dl = 15 then s∗0 = 40. At these levels of shipment time, the functional

form is initially increasing and then decreasing and therefore partial pooling is
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Figure 6: The window fill rate versus s0 for different on-site repair capabilities

optimal. However, if shipment time is sufficiently high (e.g., dl = 24), then the

window fill rate decreases with s0. For such a high shipment time, the tangent

point of the lower-echelon locations is very high and therefore the lower-echelon

solution is highly concentrated. In this situation, any level of pooling dimin-

ishes the positive effect of concentration and therefore the optimal allocation

will have no pooling at all.

6.1.3. Decentralized repair facilities

We turn to consider the more general case in which the lower echelon is

capable of repairing certain types of failures. We set dl = 0 and S = 50 and

display the window fill rates for different pl values as a function of s0 in Figure 6.

The optimal pooling level decreases as the probability to repair on site increases.

When repair is centralized (i.e., pl = 0) full pooling is optimal (s∗0 = 50).

However, when pl increases to 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 then s∗0 decreases to 40, 37,

20 and 8, respectively. When pl = 1 since this case reduces to a single-echelon

problem, discussed in Section 3. Clearly, any item that is allocated to the depot

is a “wasted” spare as it will never serve customers or orders and therefore there

will be no pooling (s∗0 = 0).

The window fill rates in Figure 6 are initially increasing since for S = 50
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Figure 7: The window fill rate versus s0 for different tolerable wait times

there are sufficiently many spares that the lower-echelon allocations are dis-

tributed when s0 is small and therefore it is beneficial to increase s0. As the

pooling level increases, the lower-echelon becomes concentrated and pooling is

now detrimental since it dilutes the lower-echelon concentration. When pl is rel-

atively high, the tangent point hardly decreases when s0 increases and therefore

the smaller number of spares at the lower echelon are concentrated into fewer

locations. Thus, as s0 increases, concentration levels increase faster for higher

pl’s (compared to lower pl’s), and the window fill rate decreases sooner.

If, in contrast, the budget were smaller (e.g., S = 30) then the lower-echelon

allocation would be concentrated and therefore, for all pl there would be no

pooling.

6.1.4. Customer patience

When S = 40, dl = 0, pl = 0 and t = 10, the window fill rate is initially

slightly decreasing and then increasing in s0 so that full pooling is optimal (see

Figure 4). We now reexamine this scenario by changing the tolerable wait t

to 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20, and report the results in Figure 7. When t increases,

the tangent point of each lower-echelon location decreases (recall Result 4 of

Section 3) and the lower-echelon allocation is less concentrated and pooling is
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Figure 8: The effect of shifting customers to the depot on the optimal solution and window
fill rate

more beneficial. The effect of increasing the tolerable wait is therefore similar

to the effect of increasing the budget. In the single-echelon model they both

lead to a distributed solution, which in the two-echelon model leads to higher

pooling.

6.2. Asymmetric Scenario

In many practical situations the the lower-echelon locations have different

arrival rates (e.g., Dreyfuss and Giat 2017b). In the benchmark case, the arrival

Table 2: The optimal solution when the lower echelon is imbalanced and when
there is arrival to the depot

λ0 Algorithm Measure Balanced Imbalanced
0 FTEA WFR 83.20% 85.24%

Solution (40,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2) (44,0,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3)
HTEA WFR 84.20% 85.89%

Solution (50,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (46,0,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2)
0.5 FTEA WFR 93.80% 94.37%

Solution (47,0,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2) (50,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)
HTEA WFR 95.07% 94.81%

Solution (50,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (48,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2)

Note: The table displays ???
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Table 3: The budget needed to achieve a 90% window fill rate for different levels
of tolerable wait using FTEA and HTEA

HTEA FTEA
t S∗ s∗0, ~s(s

∗
0) S∗ s∗0, ~s(s

∗
0) SimWFR

0 55 55,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 61 41,(2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2) 87.7%
2 53 53,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 55 45,(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 87.0%
4 50 50,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 52 42,(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 84.7%
6 48 48,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 49 49,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 93.2%
8 46 46,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 46 46,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 91.3%
10 44 44,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 43 43,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 89.5%
12 41 41,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 40 40,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 87.0%
14 39 39,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 38 38,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 87.4%
16 37 37,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 36 36,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 88.4%
18 35 35,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 33 33,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 85.3%
20 33 33,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 31 31,(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 86.1%

Notes: The table details the HTEA-derived and FTEA-derived budget and allocation

needed to meet a 90% window fill rate. Paramter values are as in the benchmark case. t is

the tolerable wait, S∗ is the optimal budget, (s∗0, ~s(s
∗
0)) is the optimal allocation, SimWFR

is the simulation-derived window fill rate of the FTEA-derived solution.

to each location is 0.1 items per day resulting with a total of 1 item per day to

the lower echelon. We keep the total arrival fixed while creating an imbalance

between the locations. We order locations so that the arrival rate is increasing

with the location’s index. Formally, we consider two cases.

• Low imbalance: λi =??, i = 1, 2, ..., 10

• High imbalance: λi =??, i = 1, 2, ..., 10

We set the number of spares to 40 and assume, for now, zero arrivals to the

depot. Recall, when the lower echelon is balanced (i.e., symmetric) then the

optimal solution dictated full pooling, namely, that all 40 spares be located at

the depot. In contrast, we the lower echelon is highly imbalanced ....

6.3. The optimal budget

In many inventory settings, managers are required to meet a predetermined

performance level and need to determine the optimal budget of spares and its

corresponding allocation (see, Section 6.3). We assume that a window fill rate of
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90% must be met (see Venkataraman and Pinto 2017, p.541) and use the bench-

mark parameter values for shipment times, probabilities for repair, repair times

and arrival rates. We derive the optimal budget using FTEA and HTEA for

different levels of tolerable wait and describe the results in Table 3. For HTEA

we display the optimal budget and allocation that attain the 90% performance

level. For our particular example, HTEA always results with full pooling so all

the spares are located at the depot. For FTEA we detail the optimal budget

and allocation. To examine the quality of the FTEA solution we simulate it

and detail its simulation-derived window fill rate (column SimWFR).

Except for one experiment (t = 8), FTEA’s solution is inferior to that of

HTEA. Specifically, the actual window fill rate of FTEA’s solution is almost

always lower than the required 90% target level (the exception is t = 6). More-

over, when t < 8 FTEA’s solution dictates more spares than necessary. For

example, when t = 4, according to FTEA a budget of 52 units is needed (42

at the depot and one unit at each of the other locations) which, according to

FTEA will meet the 90% target level. However, simulation reveals that this

solution results with a window fill rate of only 84%. In contrast, the solution

provided by HTEA requires only 50 spares (to be placed only at the depot) and

by design meets the 90% threshold.

6.4. Running time considerations

For the baseline example, computer running time of FTEA was less than

15 seconds. This time can be considerably reduced by reducing the precision

of the Skelllam random variable generation and the integration limits. For

example, shortening running time to less than a second changed the formula-

derived window fill rate by approximately 1%).

An alternative, straightforward approach is to run a “full blown” simulation

of our problem using optimization-simulation software (e.g., OptQuest). The

running time of these optimization tools is so long because they must run thou-

sands of problem simulations that this approach is in fact impractical. HTEA,

therefore serves as a compromise in which only S simulation are executed with
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a total running time of less than one hour.

We have seen in Section 6.3 that FTEA can produce an inefficient solution

that may not actually meet managers’ performance targets. FTEA’s speed

advantage, however, dictates that in a warehouse with tens of thousands of

items FTEA should be used to determine the inventory level of most of the

items. In contrast, for the few spares that are very costly the recommendation

to managers is to use HTEA.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the problem of optimizing the window fill rate

in a multi-location exchangeable-item repair system with a central depot. The

window fill rate for some tolerable wait, t, measures the probability for a random

customer to be served by the system within time t. This measure, therefore,

takes into account customer patience and is the appropriate measure when the

system’s costs depend on the fraction of customers that are not served timely.

We build on the mathematical observations of the single-echelon setting to

develop FTEA, an efficient algorithm that derives a near optimal solution. In

HTEA, we judiciously use simulation to derive the actual window fill rate and

achieve a considerable improvement in the algorithm accuracy without increas-

ing computation time in a constrictive manner. The differences between the

algorithms in terms of running time and precision prescribe that HTEA be used

only for the expensive items in which the cost of running time is offset by the

savings in spares cost.

The optimal allocation may display varying degrees of pooling and concen-

tration. We observe that pooling is antithetical to concentration and use this

observation to explain the numerical results. The window fill rate, as a crite-

rion for optimality, is interestingly complex and results with varying optimal

behaviors, depending on budget size, shipment time, local repair and customer

patience.
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